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MYSTIC WARRIOR 

Mystic Warriors are semi spell users who 

combine the realms of Essence and Arms. Like 

Monks, they occupy themselves with meditation 

and philosophy, but they prefer the use of 

weapons to unarmed fighting. Through their 

studies they seek transcendence, to ease the use 

of power while wearing armor. Their base spells 

deal mainly with battle enhancements to their 

selves, and their weapons and armor. Mystic 

Warriors tend to concentrate on developing 

proficiency with a single weapon. They are able 

to attune themselves to special versions of this 

weapon, called Mystic Weapons, providing 

weapon bonuses. 

Prime Stats: Constitution and Empathy 

MYSTIC WARRIOR SPELL LISTS 

The Mystic Warrior has five base lists. The 

full descriptions of all the spells on these lists 

can be found on the following pages. For a 

slightly higher development point cost, he may 

also develop open and closed Essence spell lists 

on pages 6-25 of Spell Law: Of Essence. Other 

spell lists may be developed, but will cost a 

larger number of development points. 

Mystic Weapon: Allowing the creation and 

enhancement of the Warrior’s Mystic 

Weapon. 

Mystic Armor: Enhancements for the Warrior’s 

armor and magical protections. 

Mystic Attack: Enhancements to the Warrior’s 

attacks. 

Mystic Defense: Enhancements to natural 

defense and shielding spells. 

Body Renewal: Increasing the Warrior’s 

healing rate. 

PROFESSION BONUSES 

Body Development ....... +10 Power Point Devel...........+5 

Combat Maneuvers......... +5 Spell Group .....................+5 

Power Awareness............ +5 Weapon Group ..............+10 

Power Manipulation...... +10 

SKILLS AND SKILL CATEGORIES 

Armor • Heavy...................9 Outdoor • Animal ........... 2/7 

Armor • Light ..............3/3/3 Outdoor • Environment .. 2/7 

Armor • Medium..........7/7/7 Power Awareness ........... 4/7 

Artistic • Active ..............2/5 Power Manipulation ..... 4/10 

Artistic • Passive.............2/5 Power Point Develop......... 8 

Athletic • Brawn ................3 Science/Analytic-Basic .. 2/5 

Athletic • Endurance.......3/6 Science/Analytic-Spec. ... 12 

Athletic • Gymnastics .....2/7 Self Control ....................... 4 

Awareness • Perceptions4/14 Special Attacks................ 10 

Awareness • Searching ...2/7 Special Defenses ............. 40 

Awareness • Senses ........2/6 Subterfuge • Attack ......... 10 

Body Development .......5/12 Subterfuge • Mechanics..... 5 

Combat Maneuvers............8 Subterfuge • Stealth........... 3 

Communications..........3/3/3 Technical/Trade • Gen.... 3/7 

Crafts ............................4/10 Technical/Trade • Prof. ..... 8 

Directed Spells.................10 Technical/Trade • Voc.. 5/12 

Influence .........................2/7 Urban.............................. 3/6 

Lore • General.................1/3 Weapon • Category 1 ..... 3/7 

Lore • Magical ...................3 Weapon • Category 2 ........ 6 

Lore • Obscure................3/9 Weapon • Category 3 ........ 8 

Lore • Technical .............2/6 Weapon • Category 4 ...... 10 

Martial Arts • Com. Man. ..8 Weapon • Category 5 ...... 10 

Martial Arts • Striking .......4 Weapon • Category 6 ...... 12 

Martial Arts • Sweeps........4 Weapon • Category 7 ...... 12 

Standard Skills: Transcend Armor 

Everyman Skills: Healing Trance, Meditation 

Occupational Skills: None 

Restricted Skills: None 

SPELL DEVELOPMENT 

Own Realm Own Base 3/3/3 Other Realm Open........... 12 

Own Realm Open ........4/4/4 Other Realm Closed ........ 25 

Own Realm Closed......4/4/4 Arcane Other Base .......... 12 

Own Realm Other Base..10/10 Arcane Closed ................ 8/8 

Other Realm Base............60 Arcane Open .................. 5/5 

First 5 lists developed in a given level: .......................x1 cost 

6th - 10th lists developed in a given level: .................x2 cost 

11th - up lists developed in a given level ....................x4 cost 

For spell lists not shown, see RMFRP p. 127 and 

Character Law. 

TRAINING PACKAGES 

Adventurer.......................31 Highwayman ................... 25 

Amateur Mage .................26 Hunter ............................. 33 
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Animal Friend..................28 Knight.............................. 45 

Assassin ...........................44 Loremaster....................... 20 

Berserker..........................39 Martial Artist ................... 37 

Burglar .............................28 Mercenary ....................... 43 

City Guard .......................26 Merchant ......................... 23 

Cloistered Academic........28 Performer......................... 29 

Con Man ..........................24 Philosopher...................... 34 

Crafter..............................24 Sailor ............................... 22 

Crusading Academic........34 Scout................................ 27 

Cut Purse..........................30 Shaman Priest.................. 24 

Detective..........................27 Soldier ............................. 29 

Diplomat ..........................29 Spy .................................. 33 

Doctor ..............................29 Traveller .......................... 16 

Explorer ...........................27 Wanderer ......................... 29 

Guardian ..........................43 Weapon Master ............... 55 

Herbalist...........................22 Zealot............................... 25 

MYSTIC WEAPON 

1. Minor Mystic Weapon — The caster 

attunes himself to a specific weapon, his 

Mystic Weapon, and it recieves +10 to OB, 

has its fumble range decreased by 1, and is a 

+1 spell adder.  

The caster must be intimately involved in 

the making of the Mystic Weapon — he 

creates it himself, or has his blood, sweat, 

and tears used in the process. The Mystic 

Weapon may be of any type. Ranged 

weapons bestow effects upon their 

ammunition.  

A Mystic Warrior may be attuned to only 

one Mystic Weapon at a time, though he 

may have an unlimited number of unattuned 

weapons. 

If an attuned Mystic Weapon is destroyed, 

the Mystic Warrior suffers depression and a 

-20 penalty to all actions for 2d10 weeks. 

2. Planar Couple A — The caster couples his 

Mystic Weapon to the elemental plane of 

cold. With each successful attack, the 

Mystic Weapon deals an extra ‘A’ cold 

critical. Critical effects may need careful 

interpretation when the target is unusual 

(say, the broad side of a barn). Only one 

plane may be coupled to at a time using 

Planar Couple. 

3. Ready Mystic Weapon* — The caster’s 

Mystic Weapon leaps into his hand from up 

to 10 feet away per 3 caster levels, traveling 

at 30 feet per round. 

4. Lesser Mystic Weapon — Upgrades a 

Minor Mystic Weapon to a Lesser Mystic 

Weapon with the following bonuses: +15 to 

OB, fumble range reduced by 2, +2 spell 

adder. 

5. Stun Weapon A* — On a successful attack 

the Mystic Weapon deals an extra ‘A’ Stun 

critical. 

6. Planar Couple B — The caster couples his 

Mystic Weapon to either the elemental plane 

of ice or fire. With each successful attack, 

the Mystic Weapon deals an extra ‘B’ 

critical of the appropriate element. Only one 

plane may be coupled to at a time. 

7. Locate Mystic Weapon* — The caster 

knows the exact distance and direction to his 

Mystic Weapon. This knowledge remains in 

his mind until he touches it again. 
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8. Greater Mystic Weapon — Upgrades a 

Lesser Mystic Weapon to a Greater Mystic 

Weapon with the following bonuses: +20 to 

OB, fumble range reduced by 3, +3 spell 

adder. 

9. Stun Weapon C* — On a successful attack 

the Mystic Weapon deals an extra ‘C’ Stun 

critical. 

10. Planar Couple C — The caster couples his 

Mystic Weapon to either the elemental plane 

of ice, fire, water, or earth. With each 

successful attack, the Mystic Weapon deals 

an extra ‘C’ critical of the appropriate 

element. 

11. Daily Spell V — The Mystic Weapon 

becomes a Daily Spell Item storing a spell of 

5th level or less from the Mystic Warrior 

base lists. The spell may be activated by 

concentration once a day per 4 caster levels. 

The caster may overwrite the stored spell by 

recasting Daily Spell V. 

12. Recall Mystic Weapon* — The caster’s 

Mystic Weapon teleports into his hand from 

any distance. Ranged weapons appear with 

ammunition ready. 

13. Silver Mystic Weapon — Upgrades a 

Greater Mystic Weapon to a Silver Mystic 

Weapon with the following bonuses: +25 to 

OB, fumble range reduced by 4, +4 spell 

adder. 

14. Planar Couple D — The caster couples his 

Mystic Weapon to either the elemental plane 

of ice, fire, water, earth, or air. With each 

successful attack, the Mystic Weapon deals 

an extra ‘D’ critical of the appropriate 

element. Only one plane may be coupled to 

at a time. 

15. Daily Spell X — The Mystic Weapon 

becomes a Daily Spell Item storing a spell of 

10th level or less from the Mystic Warrior 

base lists. The spell may be activated by 

concentration once a day per 4 caster levels. 

The caster may overwrite the stored spell by 

recasting Daily Spell X. Stacks with Daily 

Spell V. 

16. Sundering Weapon* — The Mystic 

Weapon becomes a tool of destruction. A 

successful attack on nonliving target (armor, 

shield, door, statue, etc.) reduces the target’s 

integrity by half and/or AT by two. 

Successive attacks may reduce the 

integrity/AT to zero. 

17. Stun Weapon E* — On a successful attack 

the Mystic Weapon deals an extra ‘E’ Stun 

critical. 

18. Planar Couple E — The caster couples his 

Mystic Weapon to either the elemental plane 

of ice, fire, water, earth, air, or light. With 

each successful attack, the Mystic Weapon 

deals an extra ‘E’ critical of the appropriate 

element. Only one plane may be coupled to 

at a time. 

19. Daily Spell XV — The Mystic Weapon 

becomes a Daily Spell Item storing a spell of 

15th level or less from the Mystic Warrior 

base lists. The spell may be activated by 

concentration once a day per 4 caster levels. 

The caster may overwrite the stored spell by 

recasting Daily Spell XV. Stacks with lesser 

Daily Spell spells. 

20. Golden Mystic Weapon — Upgrades a 

Silver Mystic Weapon to a Golden Mystic 

Weapon with the following bonuses: +30 to 

OB, fumble range reduced by 5, +5 spell 

adder. 

25. Lord Daily Spell — The Mystic Weapon 

becomes a Daily Spell Item storing a spell of 

20th level or less from the Mystic Warrior 

base lists. The spell may be activated by 

concentration once a day per 4 caster levels. 

The caster may overwrite the stored spell by 

recasting Lord Daily Spell. Stacks with 

lesser Daily Spell spells. 

30. Lord Mystic Weapon — Upgrades a 

Golden Mystic Weapon to a Lord Mystic 

Weapon with the following bonuses: +40 to 

OB, fumble range reduced by 6, +6 spell 

adder. 

50. True Mystic Weapon — Upgrades a Lord 

Mystic Weapon to a True Mystic Weapon 
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with the following bonuses: +50 to OB, 

fumble range reduced by 7, +7 spell adder. 

MYSTIC ARMOR 

1. Enhance Armor* — The caster causes 

target armor to sparkle with mystic energies, 

increasing its AT by up to 1 per caster level 

and giving +10 to DB. 

2. Criticals Reduction I* — All critical hits 

on the caster are reduced by one level for the 

duration of the spell. For example, a 76–80 

critical reduces to a 71–75. 

3. Protection I — Elemental attacks against 

the target suffer a -5 penalty, and he adds +5 

to all of his RRs versus spells. 

4. Elemental Sheath I — The caster is 

surrounded by swirling winds that provide 

+5 per two caster levels to DB against 

missiles and thrown weapons. 

5. Cancel Essence — The caster is protected 

from spells of the realm of Essence. 

Incoming spells must succeed at a RR 

against the Cancel spell (at the caster’s 

level) to target the caster. If targeted, the 

caster may still make his normal RR. 

6. Criticals Reduction II* — All critical hits 

on the caster are reduced by two levels for 

the duration of the spell. Does not stack with 

Criticals Reduction I. 

7. Protection II — Elemental attacks against 

the target suffer a -10 penalty, and he adds 

+10 to all of his RRs versus spells. 

8. Elemental Sheath II — The caster is 

surrounded by small swirling stones 

providing +5 per 2 caster levels to DB 

against missiles and thrown weapons. In 

addition, creatures within 5 feet take damage 

on the Water Bolt table, with Stun Criticals. 

9. Cancel Channeling — The caster is 

protected from spells of the realm of 

Channeling. Incoming spells must succeed 

at a RR against the Cancel spell (at the 

caster’s level) to target the caster. If 

targeted, the caster may still make his 

normal RR. 

10. Criticals Reduction III* — All critical hits 

on the caster are reduced by three levels. 

Does not stack with lesser Criticals 

Reduction spells. 

11. Protection III — Elemental attacks against 

the target suffer a -15 penalty, and he adds 

+15 to all of his RRs versus spells. 

12. Elemental Sheath III — The caster is 

wreathed in swirling flames providing +5 

per 2 levels to DB against missiles and 

thrown weapons. In addition, creatures 

within 5 feet take damage on the Fire Bolt 

table, with Heat Criticals. 

13. Cancel Mentalism — The caster is 

protected from spells of the realm of 

Mentalism. Incoming spells must succeed at 

a RR against the Cancel spell (at the caster’s 

level) to target the caster. If targeted, the 

caster may still make his normal RR. 

14. Criticals Reduction IV* — All critical hits 

on the caster are reduced by four levels. 
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Does not stack with lesser Criticals 

Reduction spells. 

15. Protection IV — Elemental attacks against 

the target suffer a -20 penalty, and he adds 

+20 to all of his RRs versus spells. 

16. Elemental Sheath IV — The caster is 

surrounded by swirling snow and hail 

providing +5 per 2 levels to DB against 

missiles and thrown weapons. In addition, 

creatures within 5 feet take damage on the 

Shock Bolt table, with Cold Criticals. 

17. Cancel Spell — The caster is protected 

from spells of all realms. Incoming spells 

must succeed at a RR against the Cancel 

spell (at the caster’s level) to target the 

caster. If targeted, the caster may still make 

his normal RR. 

18. Criticals Reduction V* — All critical hits 

on the caster are reduced by five levels. 

Does not stack with lesser Criticals 

Reduction spells. 

19. Protection V — Elemental attacks against 

the target suffer a -25 penalty, and he adds 

+25 to all of his RRs versus spells. 

20. Elemental Sheath V — The caster is 

wreathed in crackling electric currents 

providing +5 per 2 levels to DB against 

missiles and thrown weapons. In addition, 

creatures within 5 feet take damage on the 

Ice Bolt table, with Electricity Criticals (F, 

G �Heat A, B). 

25. Criticals Reduction VI* — All critical hits 

on the caster are reduced by six levels. Does 

not stack with lesser Criticals Reduction 

spells. 

30. Invulnerability — The caster is virtually 

invulnerable to nonmagical weapons. Treat 

him as a super-large creature for 

determining critical damage, and halve all 

concussion hits. Large or powerful attacks 

or effects force a RR from the spell. 

50. Greater Invulnerability — The caster is 

virtually invulnerable to all weapons. Treat 

him as a super-large creature for 

determining critical damage, and halve all 

concussion hits. Large or powerful attacks 

or effects force a RR from the spell. 

MYSTIC ATTACK 

1. Mystic Attack* — The caster gains +5 per 

level to his OB and may spread the bonus 

over a number of rounds equal to his level. 

2. Battle Focus* — The caster’s ability to 

concentrate is heightened, giving him +5 per 

level to adrenal moves and combat 

maneuvers. 

3. Quick Strike I* — The caster’s reflexes are 

increased, giving him a +10 to initiative. 

4. Charge* — The caster’s moving maneuver 

difficulty is reduced by three levels when 

closing with an enemy. 

5. Haste I* — The caster may act at up to 

twice his normal rate (i.e. 200%). 

6. Phantom Blade I* — A blade of pure force 

springs into being to attack a designated 

target. The blade attacks as a broadsword 
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with +5 OB per caster level and tries to stay 

between the caster and the target. If the 

caster is in mêlée range of the target, the 

Phantom Blade instead flanks the target. 

7. Hold Kind — A target humanoid is held at 

25% activity. 

8. Lesser Hammer Strike — The caster’s 

next successful attack deals double the 

normal concussion damage. 

9. Haste III* — As Haste I except the duration 

is 3 rounds. 

10. Hidden Strike* — The caster’s next critical 

strike roll is modified by +10. Any result over 100 is 

treated as 100. 

11. Phantom Blade II* — As Phantom Blade I 

except two blades manifest and the duration 

is 1 round per two levels. The blades may 

have separate targets. 

12. Haste V* — As Haste I except the duration 

is 5 rounds. 

13. Hold True — As Hold Kind except any 

creature may be held. 

14. Quick Strike II* — As Quickstrike I except 

the bonus is +20 and the duration is 1 round 

per four levels. 

15. Weaken Organic — 5 lbs. per caster level 

of nonmagical, organic target substance — 

living or nonliving — instantly halves its 

normal integrity. Any damage taken after 

this spell takes effect will be doubled. 

Magical or extraordinary substances gain a 

RR. 

16. Haste VIII* — As Haste I except the 

duration is 8 rounds. 

17. Stun Wave* — A wave of pure force 

emanates from the caster. All creatures 

within the area of effect that fail their RR 

suffer a stun critical whose severity 

diminishes with distance: 0'–5', ‘C’; 5'–15', 

‘B’; 15'–30', ‘A’; 30'–50', ‘A’ with roll 

divided by two. 

18. Phantom Blade III* — As Phantom Blade 

I except three blades manifest and the 

duration is 1 round per 3 levels. The blades 

may have separate targets. 

19. Greater Hammer Strike — As Lesser 

Hammer Strike except concussion damage is 

tripled. 

20. Haste X* — As Haste I except the duration 

is 10 rounds. 

25. Disintegrate — Target suffers an ‘E’ 

disintigration critical. 

30. Haste XV — As Haste I except the duration 

is 15 rounds. 

50. Quickstrike III* — As Quickstrike I except 

the bonus is +30 and the duration is 1 round 

per 6 levels. 

MYSTIC DEFENSE 

1. Mystic Defense* — The caster gains +5 per 

level to DB and may spread the bonus over a 

number of rounds equal to his level. 

2. Detect Enemies — The caster knows the 

distance and direction to all creatures of 

hostile intent within the area of effect. 
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3. Shield* — The caster manifests a floating, 

invisible full shield of pure force. It 

functions as a normal shield, automatically 

intercepting incoming attacks, but may not 

be combined with a real shield or used for 

Shield Bash. 

4. Blur* — The caster appears blurred to 

attackers, giving attackers -10 to their OBs. 

Blur stacks with Mystic Defense. 

5. Dodging I* — The caster is able to dodge 

(the attack receives -50 to OB) one non-spell 

attack that occurs during the same round the 

spell is cast. The caster must be able to see 

the attack and must have room to dodge. 

6. Displacement — The caster appears to be 

offset from where he actually is. All attacks 

have a 10% per 5 levels chance of having no 

effect. Each time a foe misses, the chance of 

foe missing again goes down by 5%. 

7. Deflections I* — The caster can deflect 

(attack receives -100 to OB) any one visible 

missile that passes within 100’ of him. 

8. Dodging II* — As Dodging I, except two 

attacks may be dodged. 

9. Bladeturn I* — The caster can deflect 

(attack receives -50 to OB) any one visible 

melee attack in range. 

10. Dodging III* — As Dodging I, except three 

attacks may be dodged. 

11. Deflections II* — As Deflections I except 

two missiles may be affected. 

12. Airwall — The caster creates a wall of 

dense churning air up to 10'×20'×3' that 

reduces all movement through it by 50%. 

Attacks through the wall suffer a -50 to OB. 

13. Bladeturn II* — As Bladeturn I except two 

attacks may be affected. 

14. Waterwall — The caster creates a wall of 

churning water up to 10'×20'×1' that reduces 

all movement through it by 80%. Attacks 

through the wall suffer a -80 to OB. 

15. Deflections III* — As Deflections I except 

three missiles may be affected. 

16. Woodwall — The caster creates a wall of 

wood up to 10'×20'×2''. The wall may be 

burned, chopped, or toppled (if not propped 

up). 

17. Bladeturn III* — As Bladeturn I except 

three attacks may be affected. 

18. Earthwall — The caster creates a wall of 

packed earth up to 10'×20'×(3' at base, 1' at 

top). 

19. Deflections V* — As Deflections I except 

five missiles may be affected. 

20. Bladeturn V* — As Bladeturn I except five 

attacks may be affected. 

25. Mass Deflections* — As Deflections I 

except one missile per level may be affected. 

30. Mass Bladeturn* — As Bladeturn I except 

one attack per level may be affected. 

50. Wall of Force — The caster creates an 

impassable wall of pure force up to 

10'×20'×1''.  
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BODY RENEWAL 

1. Flow Stoppage I* — Reduces caster’s 

bleeding by 1, as long as the caster 

concentrates or is immobile. For example, 

this will take a wound that is bleeding at a 

rate of 4 hits per round down to 3 hits per 

round. If the caster is suffering from 

multiple bleeding wounds, this only affects 

one of them. 

2. Clotting I* — As Flow Stoppage I, except 

after 1 hour the stoppage is permanent. If 

caster is unconscious, this spell will operate 

without concentration. 

3. Stun Relief I* — Caster is relieved of 1 

round’s worth of accumulated stun. 

4. Pain Relief I* — Heals 1 hit per minute for 

as long as the caster concentrates. If caster is 

unconscious, this spell will operate without 

concentration. 

5. Cut Repair I — As Clotting I, except the 

permanent stoppage occurs immediately. 

6. Fracture Repair — Concentrating with this 

spell for 2 hours per day for 1-10 days 

(depending on the severity) will repair a 

broken bone (not a shattered or destroyed 

bone). 

7. Muscle/Tendon Repair — As Fracture 

Repair, except cut or damaged muscles or 

tendons may be repaired. 

8. Clotting III* — As Clotting I, except 

bleeding wounds can be reduced by 3. 

9. Stun Relief III* — As Stun Relief I, except 

3 rounds are relieved. 

10. Resist Poison* — Delays the effect of a 

poison as long as the caster concentrates. 

11. Pain Relief II* — As Pain Relief I, except 

heals 2 hits per minute. 

12. Vein/Artery Repair — As Fracture Repair, 

except repairs a vein or artery. 

13. Cut Repair III — As Cut Repair I, except 

bleeding wounds can be reduced by 3. 

14. Fracture Repair True — As Fracture 

Repair, except repair only takes 2 hours of 

concentration for 1 day. 

15. Muscle/Tendon Repair True — As 

Fracture Repair True, except cut or broken 

muscles can be repaired. 

16. Minor Nerve Repair — Repairs minor 

damage to one nerve. Requires a 1 day 

recovery period. Minor damage is defined as 

any nerve damage that results in penalties up 

to -20. 

17. Eye/Ear Repair — Concentrating with this 

spell for 2 hours per day for 1-10 days 

(depending on the severity) will repair any 

external damage to his ear (including ear 

loss) or eye (including corneal scratch, 

removal of foreign objects, etc.). 

18. Self Joining* — Allows caster to reattach a 

severed limb; limb is fully fuctional after 1-

10 days (caster must concentrate with this 

spell for 2 hours each day). 

19. Neutralize Disease* — Has a 50% chance 

of neutralizing a disease (modified by the 

potency of the disease) if the caster is 

unconscious or concentrates for 1 hour. In 

any case, it delays the poison for as long as 

the caster can concentrate. 

20. Neutralize Poison* — Has a 50% chance of 

neutralizing a poison (modified by potency 

of the poison) if the caster is unconscious or 

concentrates for 1 hour. In any case, it 

delays the poison for as long as the caster 

can concentrate. 

25. Clotting True* — As Clotting I, except 

stops all bleeding and is permanent after 1 

minute of concentration for each hit stopped. 

30. Neutralize Poison/Disease True* — As 

Neutralize Poison and Neutralize Disease 

operating at the same time, except chance of 

neutralization is 100% (modified). 

50. Renewal True — When the caster is in a 

Healing Trance, the spell operates as all 

lower level spells on this list at once. 


